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Abstract
With the continued requirement of internet of things (IoT) development, many
researchers focused on developing access and routing algorithms optimization of
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) for communications quality guarantee, but less
research has focused on the optimization of WSNs based on the mobile cellular
networks (MCNs) assist. In this paper, we propose a convergence architecture of WSN
and MCN for IoT applications, especially on the smart user equipment (UE) acting as a
mobile gateway for WSN data transmission. And then, we investigate system
application requirement for IoT. Finally, we discuss the key technical challenges and
research points based on an analysis of smart gateway.
Keywords: Internet of Things; Smart mobile gateway; WSN; MCN; Converged
networks

1. Introduction
With the continued development of information society, wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) generated an increasing interest in industrial and research perspectives. WSNs
have played a vital role in our daily lives, i.e. e-Health care, environment monitoring,
industrial metering, surveillance systems et al. WSN can be generally described as a
network of nodes that cooperatively sense and provide interaction between persons or
computers and the surrounding environment [1]. The standardization process of WSNs
is very active in recent years. An important outcome is represented by IEEE 802.11x,
802.15.1, 802.15.3 and 802.15.4 et al, which is a short-range communication system to
provide applications with relaxed throughput and service requirements in wireless
personal area Networks (WPAN), and others technologies such as ultra wide band
(UWB), Bluetooth, Zigbee et al.
There have been many researches in improving WSN system network structures (i.e.
Flat or Hierarchical) [2]. In the hierarchical architecture, grouping sensor nodes into
cluster has been widely pursued in order to achieve the WSN scalability objective [3].
The cluster head (CH) is responsible for not only the general request but also receiving
the sensed data of other sensor nodes in the same cluster and routing (transmitting)
these data to the gateway [4]. Thus, the CHs have higher energy cost because all of the
transmitting data packet will pass through them and be sent to the gateway. And the
end-to-end transmission delay may become large, especially for the specific WSN areas
based on belt-shaped topology or linear topology. In the flat architecture, there are
energy and service aware multi-hop routing protocols. However, some technical issues
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must be considered with the increasing hop number among the sensor nodes [5] [6]. In
current researches, some controllably mobile infrastructure for WSN is proposed in
reference [7-8]. The WSN node will collect the data and transmit to the base station (BS)
through mobile sink. This can greatly decrease the traditional transmission energy cost
and transmission delay [9]. However, the serving mobile sink will not tell each WSN
node about its leaving when it is leaving its responsible area, which will cause extra
energy cast for communications [10]. And so, the mobile gateway is appearing in order
to satisfy the requirement of WSN.
In the converged WSN-MCN system, WSN is described as a network of sensing
nodes and can interact with the surrounding monitored things [11], which can be
flexibly deployed to detect different types of data. In a WSN networks, the smart
mobile user equipment (UE) gateway moves into the coverage area of the sensor nodes,
they broadcast beacon packets to these nodes, and provide the backhaul access to these
WSN nodes. MCN can send the detected WSN data directly to a central data center.
MCN and WSN convergence is indispensable for supporting application of internet of
things (IoT) [12-13], because MCN has the advantages of large coverage, powerful
mobile terminals and mobile terminal can act as gateway to control the WSN nodes.
The convergence of MCN and WSN can benefit each other: (I) For WSN, the MCN and
mobile gateway can provide optimization to prolong the WSN life time, provide quality
of service (QoS) for WSN; (II) For MCN, WSN can extend the intelligent application
range of MCN, i.e. WSN can provide real-time measurement results to MCN users [14].
The convergent interactive control and joint optimization technologies of MCN and
WSN is based on the smart mobile gateway’s application. Hence, the smart mobile
gateway needs to be researched and developed for IoT application.
In the remainder of paper, we describe the converged WSN-MCN architecture and
requirements for IoT in Section II. In Section III, we introduce the joint optimization of
MCN and WSN for QoS guarantee. Moreover, the comprehensive system research
issues and technical challenges are given in Section IV. Finally, we conclude our work
in Section V.

2. System Architecture and Application Scenario
The converged scenario considers a cellular system in which smart UEs are under the
control of the BS. In the coverage area, there also exists a group of wireless sensor
nodes constructing a WSN. The smart UE gateway in the cell can provide the access for
the WSN nodes, and all gateways are dual-mode and have WSN and cellular networks
interfaces. Then, the data from WSN can be directly forwarded to the BS by the smart
mobile gateway. The mobile UE gateway can also acquire the necessary information
with the downlink data transmission from the BS or from the other fixed/mobile
gateway, which is shown in Figure 1.
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In the traditional WSN and MCN networks for IoT application, the detected data
from sensor nodes can be transmitted to the BS by the gateway, which usually switch
the WSN data packet format to MCN data packet format according to the different
network protocol stacks [15]. In this case, the switching method is implemented to
change data packet format, i.e. packet header, frame control part etc. In the integrated
network, a data channel between two protocol stacks is implemented in the gateway, as
shown in left part of Figure. 2. The data channels between the two independent stacks
are implemented to exchange packet information.
In the new converged WSN and MCN networks, the two protocol stacks are really
converged where the data and signaling are shared between the network stacks [16].
Since the network architecture and air-interface are highly converged for WSN and
MCN in the smart mobile gateway, the protocol and control signaling should also be
tightly converged for a real convergence of WSN and MCN. In such a converged
network, MAC and network layer protocols in the two stacks should be jointly
optimized in the smart mobile gateway, which can achieve some performance gains for
WSN and extend the applications of MCN. As shown in right part of Figure 2, the two
protocol stacks are not independent. The data and algorithms are shared between the
two stacks [17].
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Figure 2. Converged Protocol for MCN and WSN
The application scenario for smart mobile gateway is divided into three types:
UC1: overhear the WSN data and forward to BS;
When the smart mobile gateway entries a WSN area, it begins to overhear the
downlink control signaling and data, if it hears the control signaling. After receiving the
broadcast message from sensor node, the UE-gateway does not need to execute CSMACA and is just use the channel preemptively, which will access the channel with the
highest priority without any back-off period (non-CSMA). And the sensor nodes can
transmit the detected data to BS through the gateway. After some time, UE maybe leave
this zone, it causes the mobile gateway selection/reselection.
UC2: act as gateway for WSN (replacement/reselection or load balance);
After a UE acting as new mobile UE gateway enters the coverage of the WSN, it
may cause the gateway (re)selection or even regrouping of the wireless sensor nodes.
How to make a balanced trade-off between the performance gain and energy
consumption via a robust (re)selection and grouping algorithms is an essential issue.
Research the gateway (re)selection algorithms and wireless sensor nodes grouping
algorithms when certain UE gateways are arriving at the coverage of the WSN will
become the other important part. Besides, we will design load-balancing mechanism
among different UE gateways and adjust the connected number of wireless sensor
nodes in order to avoid the transmission congestion and decrease the energy unbalance.
UC3: UE activates/deactivates WSN;
During the moving process of mobile smart gateway, it may enter/exit a WSN blind
area. In fact, the BS doesn’t know the exact position of these WSN nodes but know the
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general position of these WSN nodes. After UE entries the blind zone, BS will send
downlink control signaling to SMART MOBILE GATEWAY and make SMART
MOBILE GATEWAY broadcast activate message. Then the WSN nodes will choose
the optimal path to form the network. After the network is formed, SMART MOBILE
GATEWAY sends the information and detected data of the WSN nodes to BS. After
collecting enough information, it moves to the next position and re-forms the topology
of network.

3. Service Requirements for WSN-MCN System
In the converged WSN-MCN systems, data delivery models of smart gateway
can be divided in to four types: periodical, event-driven, query-driven, continuous
delivery models [18-19].
 Periodical:

Sensors send detected data at a pre-specified rate

Delay tolerated

Certain bandwidth requirement
 Query driven:

Query-specific delay tolerant

Mission critical

Queries could be sent on demand

Data is pulled by the BS and gateway (differ from event driven model)

Commands require high reliability
 Event-driven:

Delay intolerant

Mission critical

The data flows from these sensors are likely to be highly correlated

Data traffic generated by a single sensor may be of low intensity; event
showers

Action response should be distributed quickly and reliably from the
gateway to sensors.
 Continuous:

Sensors send their data continuously to the data center, which is mainly
about the video, image, audio or video data

Delay constrained

Certain bandwidth requirement

Packet loss can be tolerated to a certain extent
Converged WSN-MCN system shall provide QoS measures for the services
provided by mobile gateway, which is shown in Table 1. Applications have
different QoS requirements, such as data accuracy, reliability, latency, etc [20-22].
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Table 1. Service Class Types
Service Class
properties
Mobility
Group
Communications
Authentication
Integrity
Scheduling Delay
Tolerance
Peak Data Rate
Confidentiality
Packet Loss
Tolerance
Device Integrity
Check
Persistence
Confirm
Priority

Service Class
1
No
Unicast

Service Class Service Class
2
3
No
Yes
Multicast
Unicast

Service Class
4
Yes
Unicast

Yes
Yes
Tolerant

Yes
Yes
Tolerant

Yes
Yes
Best Effort

Yes
Yes
Interactive

100 kbps
Yes
None

100 kbps
Yes
None

1 Mbps
Yes
Low(None?)

> 1 Mbps
Yes
High

Yes

No

No

No

No
Yes
Low

No
No
Normal

No
Transaction
High

Yes
No
Low

As WSN-MCN applications and services are supported over the existing
network infrastructure, the emergency data are often carried over the network
infrastructure to provide alarm notification. Besides the prioritization of certain
types of data, efficient traffic and resource management for the sensed data may
increase the QoS of WSN applications and services, as in general the service
application transaction is usually very high. The following WSN applications and
services requirements are placed on the perspective of the market they serve,
which is shown in Table 2 [23-26].
Table 2. Service Application Requirements
Service applications

Requirements

1. Need to divide the transmission service types,
e-Health care:
Monitoring vital signs
emergency communication should have a high
Web Access Telemedicine points
priority.
Remote diagnostics
2. Guarantee different service having different
delay and packet loss level.
3. Manage the mass concurrent data transmission
takes place in some applications.
4. Avoid access concentration to a single channel
resource.
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Metering:
Power
Gas
Water
Heating
Grid control
Industrial metering

1. Monitored and controlled by a centralized
entity outside or inside the network operator
system.
2. The centralized entity will inform or poll the
metering device when it needs measurement
information.
3. The network should be optimized to enable a
mass of sensor in a particular area to transmit
data almost simultaneously.
4. For the mobile UE can move, the sensor
module should be able to communicate with
mobility.
5. It should have the ability to perform secure
transactions between the sensor module and the
controlled metering device e.g. stopping the
delivery.
6. An object may be able to communicate in a
peer-to-peer manner with any other connected
object. In this case, packet flows should be
supported between these objects.
7. The system should support mutual
authentication and authorization between the enduser and the application or capability in the
service layer.

1. Located in remote areas and ideally are
Remote Monitoring/Control:
Environments surveillance
untouched after installation for many years.
Pumps surveillance
2. The real time at which communication takes
Pollution and disaster surveillance
place is less important, but low communication
costs are extremely important.
3. Allowing communication to take place during
low traffic time period
4. Dynamically adjust these time periods based on
the actual network traffic load at a specific time.
5. Application should be able to request the same
report in an on-demand mode.
6. The system should support the capability to
remotely change the working state of a sensor
e.g. enable or disable.
1.
More susceptible to alarm if moving by
Security:
Surveillance systems
unauthorized persons.
Control of physical access (e.g. to 2. Security mechanisms (The network can not
buildings)
prevent it but can detect it as early as possible in
Theft /Vandalism application
order to avoid stealing or breaking)
3. Monitoring the mobile information(If a known
stationary devices moves, it can be concluded
that the device has been stolen and thus the alarm
activated/deactivated)
Tracking & Tracing:
Fleet Management
Traffic information
Road tolling
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1. Allows for the possibility of preventing the
theft itself or recovering the vehicle, for example
by theft tracking, sensor module should be able to
get its detailed location.
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Road traffic optimisation/steering 2. The sensor module should be able to get its
detail location so that the rescue can find it easy.
3. For the entity moves fast, the sensor module
should be able to communicate in a mobility
mode.
4. The sensor module and its interfaces are able to
survive and operate after a shock caused by an
accident.
5. The communication should have a high priority
when it indicates an accident happens.

4. Technical Challenges for Smart Mobile Gateway
4.1. QoS-guarantee Architecture
The conventional scheme to guarantee the WSN transmission QoS mainly focus on
the routing schemes improvement, i.e., SAR (sequential assignment routing), SPEED
(A Stateless Protocol for Real-Time Communication), ReInForM (Reliable Information
Forwarding using Multiple Paths in Sensor Networks), ESRT (Event to Sink Reliable
Transport). The converged WSN-MCN can make QoS support more challenging to
improve the WSN energy efficiency by using the smart mobile gateway [27]. Besides
multiple improved routing schemes, certain efficient traffic control and resource
management can also guarantee WSN QoS with the help of MCN and gateway [28-29].
In MAC layer, the smart mobile gateway needs to convey the efficient control
information to/from the BS for convergence optimization. The gateway also needs to
manage the subordinate WSN nodes, i.e. request the resources from BS and allocate the
resource to WSN nodes for data transmission. Furthermore, the smart mobile gateway
can map the WSN data and resource requests to MCN frame with the WSN service-type,
and reports to the BS. And then, the BS allocates different WSN channel group to
decrease the interference and guarantee the transmission quality of service (QoS). The
converged networks make QoS more challenging to improve the WSN efficiency.
In network layer, WSN topology can be reported to BS periodically. When a mobile
gateway enters the coverage area of WSN, it may cause the re-clustering of sensor
nodes and network topology changing. How to achieve a performance gain during the
WSN re-clustering process is an essential issue under the help of smart mobile gateway
and MCN. As the BS acting as database server, the further research of routing table
updating and sharing is also necessary during the MCN and WSN convergence.
4.2. Access Gateway Selection/Re-selection
In the large coverage area of BS, there are also many sensor nodes constructing WSN.
The mobile gateway can provide access for the WSN nodes. After a smart UE acting as
mobile gateway and entering the coverage of WSN, it may cause the gateway reselection or even regrouping for sensor nodes [30]. In the conventional WSN, when the
mobile UE gateway moves into the coverage area of the sensor nodes, they broadcast
POLL packets to the sensor nodes, and provide the access for them [31-33]. However,
when the serving gateway is leaving its responsible area, it will not tell the sensor nodes
about its leaving. In this scenario, gateway leaving will cause WSN topology of this
area reconstruct, which will bring out overhead of the signaling between mobile UE
gateway and WSN nodes.
In the converged architecture, how to make a tradeoff between the performance gain
and signaling/computing design in the gateway re-selection and sensor nodes
regrouping process is an essential issue for WSN. In the process of UE gateway re-
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selection, mobile gateway level can be defined as an integrated index of UE gateway’s
status, i.e. mobility state, probability of leaving, capacity availability, and channel
quality etc.
4.3 Load Balancing for WSN
There may be many UEs which play the role of mobile gateways for WSN. Load
unbalance will often appear which one UE gateway has more sensor nodes (high traffic)
and its neighbor UE gateway has fewer nodes (lower traffic). And this will cause faster
energy consumption of some sensor nodes. In the traditional algorithm, the load balance
is achieved when the network is initiated or the new sensor node joins to a cluster of
WSN [34-35]. In the entering process, the new sensor node broadcasts access-request,
and then the sink node which received the request will send a reject-ACK or acceptACK to the sensor node based on its load information.
In the converged WSN-MCN system, the mobile UE gateways should report their
load information to BS and BS will manage/control the load balance of UE gateways. In
the load balance process, load balancing capability should be designed for how many
nodes and their services can be balanced to neighbor UE gateway. Energy efficiency is
another major concern in the design of WSN’s load balance, where dynamic adaptive
routing protocol should be designed for data packets optimal transmission.
4.4. Tradeoff between Energy-efficiency and Complexity
The WSN may improve the energy efficiency based on the help of MCN and achieve
better system performance. For instance, the power consumption can be reduced greatly
in the gateway re-selection and load balance process for WSN, but the WSN complexity
is increased with the additional signaling design for neighbor mobile gateways scanning.
Therefore, there are still several important issues for balancing energy-efficiency and
algorithm complexity which still require further research [36]. We detail several
potential points as follows:
Software challenge of mobile gateway: Both MCN and WSN have different working
capacity, resource management requirements. This heterogeneity makes the design of
converged system architecture difficult, especially for the mobile gateway. The
software for gateway should have the ability to analyze the collected data, overhear
signaling and can refine the useful information. It should add some improved
scheduling algorithm for various WSN services in order to achieve the joint resource
allocation to guarantee the multi-types services. The UE gateway should construct the
resource mapping table in the networks convergence process which will help the
network to use channel resource effectively and improve energy efficiency. At last, it
needs to transmit the highest priority information and control signaling to the WSN or
MCN with the minimum delay.
Hardware challenge of mobile gateway: Normal gateway including WSN and MCN
interfaces maybe used in extremely difficult environment. Moreover, the mobile
gateways maybe move in patrolling mode application. So there are two issues should be
considered to address the hardware challenge. One is packaging, and we need to make
the gateway water-proof, fire-proof. The other is we need to improve the radio module
and make it more precise to support the application in moving scenario.

5. Conclusions
MCN and WSN are evolving from heterogeneous to converged in order to
satisfy the increasing requirements of IoT communications, where many joint
optimized methods and technical challenges still exist. In this survey, we analyze
the system architecture for WSN-MCN converged networks based on the smart
mobile gateway. Further, we investigate system application requirement for IoT
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QoS guarantee in the WSN data transmission process. Finally, we discuss the key
technical challenges and research points based on mobile gateway with the unique
characteristics of converged MCN and WSN. We are convinced that the mobile
gateway in the MCN and WSN converged process should widely be researched in
order to stimulate M2M application in the future, which can also promote the
industry development of the Internet of things (IoT).
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